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Developers and implementors of a profiling approach to prevent crime and to apprehend criminal perpetrators are being attacked for using "race" as a profile element. Although there are many legitimate problems and confusions with the very nature of the "race" construct, opponents of racial profiling discount such problems and seem to logically be against all profiling.

In the simplest sense, profiling merely denotes the identification of regularities that seem to be associated with a particular event. These regularities are then used to find an individual or individuals who may have engaged in that event or may be planning on such engagement.

Racial profilers are being criticized in two main ways. First, few, if any, profiles are 100% accurate. Instead, they miss individuals who should have been identified and falsely identify other individuals. Sometimes the argument appears to be that profilers have no business profiling until the profiles are 100% accurate—an argument that would preclude most of applied science. A more sophisticated argument is that there must be reliable and valid assessments of both sorts of profiling errors and that the results of these assessments must be politically acceptable. This last point means that policymakers should knowingly accept and be accountable for the implications of profiling error in all its legal, ethical, political, and moral aspects. The sophisticated argument is a legitimate criticism of profiling.

The second criticism is that "race" itself should never be employed as a profiling component. If the legitimate criticism above is resolved, then this second criticism should be moot. There should be nothing otherwise sacrosanct about "race" as opposed to any other human attribute. In fact, the same case could be made for any other human attribute. The logic of such a case, in turn, would lead to the abolition of any profiling for any purpose—an absurdity given that humans engage in their own profiling through actuarial and intuitive perspectives on a daily basis.